An increasing number of investors view
seniors housing as a preferred asset
class and investment strategy

Newmark Knight Frank conducted a
nationwide survey of active participants in
the senior housing and healthcare industries.
Our 2017 nationwide survey involved over 350
total respondents, including U.S. and foreign
investors, operators, appraisers, brokers,
lenders, underwriters, credit officers and
acquisition personnel for REITs and various
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other debt and equity investment entities.
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assisted living development has outstripped
demand growth in some major markets.
Conversely, independent living development,
including age–restricted apartments, has been
met with increasingly favorable results as the
market continues to absorb several years of
pent–up demand from limited development
activity in the subsector. Lending options
for independent living facilities expanded
in 2016. However, concerns are starting
to mount regarding a large number of new
communities entering several local markets
in the Northeast and Southeast regions.
Furthermore, construction costs within
select markets have inflated to such an
extent as to challenge the feasibility of
prospective projects.
Regarding investment activity, the public
and private healthcare REITs, which have

are well positioned and well located. Highest

Despite the overwhelmingly positive views and
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outlook held by many investors in the seniors

facilities and, increasingly, independent living,

housing market, there are also a number of

as the market continues to exhibit strong

nagging concerns that echo those voiced in

demand fundamentals. There is a clear market

our survey: where cap rates are heading next

preference for “trophy” or “institutional class”

year; the impact new/planned supply will

assets. Private equity players remain major

have on future demand; whether pricing has

players in this space, which is expected to

reached levels that will force investors out

continue into 2018.

of the market; and when and to what extent
interest rates will increase.

Some investors, driven by aggressive pricing
and reduced yields in the Class A space, have

Looking ahead, many in the market expect

been seeking seniors investment alternatives
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outside of core or core-plus segments and are
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selectively chasing Class B assets within the

market environment. In turn, an increased

value-add and opportunity segments, where

allocation will drive strong demand and pricing

many of the seniors assets built in late 1990s

metrics. The market bias and preference

and early 2000s need significant renovation,

toward “quality” assets and locations will

repositioning and/or are situated outside of a

remain. Thus, many also believe that investors

preferred market location. While bending the

will continue to expand or redefine their

asset curve is not a workable strategy for all,

investment strategy and asset preference to

investors who can or are willing to invest in

include new development as well as assets

this space are finding pricing and returns to be

within the value–add or opportunity segments

comparatively more attractive and the market

that offer better pricing and a less crowded

less crowded. However, “B” space investors

sandbox. We believe this trend will continue

remain highly “selective,” as many assets

and expect a similar level of transaction and

simply do not possess the necessary property,

M&A activity over the coming year, barring a

location and risk metrics that work for a wide

major spike in interest rates. Cost of capital

body of alternative investors. For those assets

and access to capital will remain key in the

that do offer the proper prerequisites, there

upcoming year and are expected to largely

are already signs of rate compression and

dictate transaction volume and pricing. While

a narrowing of spreads in relation to Class

the market believes that equity will remain

A assets. Still, for many investors, paying a

available and competitively priced in the

and M&A activity over the coming year.

lower cap rate for a stabilized core asset is a

upcoming year, lenders report a reduction in

preferable strategy than taking on a value–add

capital allocation to seniors housing.

Importantly, much of the investment capital

or development approach.

dominated this sector in recent years, pulled
back in 2016, with little evidence of increasing
acquisition activity during 2017. In lieu of
REIT investment, many new domestic and
international investors have entered the
seniors market including: REITs, private equity
funds, insurance companies, pension funds
and others. These sources of investment
capital are only expected to expand in
the short term. It is notable that survey
participants reported a significant appetite
for skilled nursing facilities among foreign
investors. At the same time, traditional senior
housing buyers are worried that new entrants
will throw cash at a deal and not understand
the real economics of the business,
questioning whether true upside exists at the
cap rates being paid today. Notwithstanding,
there remains a premium for accretive
growth and achieving increased scale, so we
would not be surprised by a similar level of
transaction activity, investor consolidation

continues to favor Class A seniors assets that
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